
GOGO

Colour: black
Article ID: 3820016-7000
Weight: 590 g
Volume: 25 litres
Size: 46 / 30 / 21 (H x W x D) cm
MSRP: 49,95 €

Our Gogo is such a classic that we were pretty cautious to revise it. But
we did – and now proudly introduce our ‘New Beetle’: modern, sleek, and
technical for school, office or everyday adventures. Practical features
are still a given and the back system offers even more comfort.



HIGHLIGHTS OF GOGO

Alpine System
For alpine backpacks the
combination of comfort, durability,
functionality and low weight is
essential. Deuter’s Alpine System
answers this challenge by focusing
on a compact, secure yet
comfortable fit with its two flexible
softstripe back pads that are
perfectly adapted to the anatomy
and follow the wearer’s movements.
In combination with the pack’s sleek
shape this keeps the load always
close to the centre of gravity – thus
guaranteeing full pack control.

Sternum Strap
The sternum strap stabilizes the
pack on the shoulders.

Valuables Pocket
special pocket on the inside of the
pack to keep valuable items safe

Compartment for documents
special compartment for
documents

External Pockets (2)

SUITABLE FOR

Business City

School / University



BACK SYSTEM: AIRSTRIPES SYSTEM DAYPACK

1 OUTSTANDING AIR CIRCULATION
means less sweating: Two air channeled foam strips and an air
mesh cover ensure as little back contact as possible.

2 FITS LIKE A GLOVE
through ergonomically cut S-shape shoulder straps.

3 ADDITIONAL STABILITY FOR HEAVY LOADS
provides a detachable waist belt. (Step Out 22, Walker 24,
Graduate)

4 HIGH CARRYING COMFORT
guarantees the bilaminate construction made from one soft and
one firm layer of foam.
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MATERIAL

600D PES
Made from 600 den Polyester thread and with a
thick PU coating, this multi-purpose fabric is
robust and lightweight. It is most suitable for
backpacks, used in average conditions to keep
the weight to a minimum.


